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This document provides supplementary information to “Wireless THz link with optoelectronic transmitter
and receiver,” https://doi.org/10.1364/OPTICA.6.001063. It contains derivations of mathematical relations,
details of the optoelectronic T-wave receiver implementation, as well as a discussion of the receiver
conversion efficiency, bandwidth and noise. Furthermore, we give a comprehensive description of the
wireless THz link including a characterization of the T-wave amplifiers and the uni-travelling-carrier
photodiode (UTC-PD).

1. Mathematical model
In the main paper, we show coherent wireless THz communications
using an optoelectronic receiver [1–3] and a tunable photonic local
oscillator (LO). The concept of optoelectronic down-conversion in a
photoconductive T-wave receiver (Rx) is illustrated in Fig. 2(a) of the
main paper. In the following, we give a detailed derivation of the
associated mathematical model.
The T-wave data signal from the transmitter (Tx) at an angular
carrier frequency ωS = 2π fS is received by a bow-tie antenna
resulting in a T-wave voltage across its feed points,

U ( t ) = Uˆ S ( t ) cos (ωS t + ϕS ( t ) ) .

(S1)

In this relation, ÛS ( t ) is the modulated T-wave voltage amplitude, and
ϕS (t ) is the associated modulated phase. The antenna feed points are
connected to a photoconductor G , which is illuminated by the
superposition of two unmodulated optical fields ELO,a ( t ) and
ELO,b (t ) with frequencies ωLO,a , ωLO,b , amplitudes ÊLO,a , Eˆ LO,b ,
and phases ϕLO,a , ϕLO,b ,

ELO,a ( t ) = Eˆ LO,a cos (ωLO,a t + ϕ LO,a ) ,

ELO,b ( t ) = Eˆ LO,b cos (ωLO,b t + ϕ LO,b ) .

(S2)

This leads to an optical power, which oscillates at a frequency
ωLO = ωLO,a − ωLO,b and has an amplitude P̂LO,1 ,

PLO ( t ) = PLO,0 + PˆLO,1 cos (ωLO t + ϕ P,LO ) .

(S3)

The quantities PLO,0 , P̂LO,1 are expressed by the (normalized)
electrical field strengths, and the phase ϕP,LO is given by the relative
phases of the optical tones,

PLO,0 =

1
2

( Eˆ

2
LO,a

)

+ Eˆ 2LO,b ,

PˆLO,1 = Eˆ LO,a Eˆ LO,b ,

(S4)

ϕ P,LO = ϕ LO,a − ϕLO,b
The photocarriers generated by the absorbed optical power change
the photoconductance according to

G ( t ) =  PLO ( t ) = G0 + Gˆ LO cos (ωLO t + ϕ LO ) ,

(S5)

where  denotes a proportionality constant that describes the
sensitivity of the photoconductor. Note that the phase ϕLO of the
conductance oscillation might differ from the phase of the optical
power oscillation ϕP,LO in case the period of the LO power oscillation
is of the same order of magnitude as the lifetime of the free carriers in
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Fig. S1. Optoelectronic coherent T-wave Rx. (a) Microscope image of the Rx module. The photoconductor (PC) is connected to an on-chip bowtie antenna, which is electrically bonded to a transimpedance amplifier (TIA). For better visibility, the contour of the bow-tie antenna is marked by
green lines. The capacitor C = 1 nF is used to decoupled the photoconductor from the DC bias voltage that is supplied by the TIA at its input.
Metal wire bonds are used to electrically connect the output of the TIA to a printed circuit board (PCB) consisting of a gold-plated alumina
ceramic substrate. The PCB includes sub-miniature plugs for off-chip RF and DC connections. The photoconductor is illuminated by the timedependent optical LO power PLO ( t ) through a fiber and a 3D-printed photonic wire bond, see inset for details. (b) Fully packaged Rx module.
The photoconductor, antenna, TIA, and PCB are glued to a silicon lens for coupling the T-wave incident from below to the on-chip bow-tie
antenna. All components are placed inside a metal housing for electromagnetic shielding of the Rx circuits. The photonic LO is fed to the Rx with
a fiber. The down-converted data signal (“data out”) is processed further by standard RF-equipment connected to the sub-miniature plugs on the
PCB.

the photoconductor. The resulting current I ( t ) through the
photoconductor is then given by the product of the time-varying
conductance G ( t ) and the time-varying voltage U ( t ) ,

I ( t ) = G ( t )U ( t )

= G0Uˆ S ( t ) cos (ωS t + ϕS ( t ) )

(1)

+

( t ) cos ( (ωS + ωLO )t + ϕS ( t ) + ϕLO )

1 ˆ
G Uˆ
2 LO S

(S6)

( 2)

+ 12 Gˆ LOUˆ S ( t ) cos ( (ωS − ωLO )t + ϕS ( t ) − ϕLO ) .

( 3)

After amplification of the current I ( t ) using a transimpedance
amplifier (TIA), only the low-frequency-part (3) of Eq. (S6) remains.
This leads to a down-converted current at the intermediate frequency
ωIF = ωS − ωLO ,

I IF ( t ) =

1 ˆ
G Uˆ
2 LO S

( t ) cos (ωIFt + ϕS ( t ) − ϕLO ) .

(S7)

The intermediate signal hence contains the amplitude and phase
information of the T-wave data signal and can be processed by lowfrequency electronics.

2. T-wave receiver
This section gives details of the implementation and the
characterization of the optoelectronic Rx used in our experiments.
Figure S1 shows images of our Rx module. The photoconductor [1,2] is
connected to the feed points of the bow-tie antenna, see Fig. S1(a). The
antenna is electrically bonded to a transimpedance amplifier (TIA,
Maxim Integrated [4] PHY1097) for processing the down-converted
intermediate-frequency current. Note that the TIA is originally
designed for amplification of receiver signals in a passive optical
network, where the photodiode is reverse-biased by the TIA. In our
application, the photoconductor does not require a bias voltage and we
hence use a capacitor C to decouple the photoconductor from the DC
bias at the TIA input terminals. Metal wire bonds are used to

electrically connect the output of the TIA to a printed circuit board
(PCB) consisting of a gold-plated alumina ceramic substrate. The
photoconductor is illuminated from the top with the time-dependent
optical power PLO ( t ) , which is coupled to the active region of the
device from the horizontally positioned fiber by a photonic wire
bond [5,6], see inset of Fig. S1(a). The assembly is placed on a silicon
lens which focuses the T-wave incoming from below onto the antenna,
see Fig. 2(c) of the main manuscript. All components are placed in a
metal housing for electromagnetic shielding of the Rx circuits and for
simplified handing of the assembly. The fully packaged Rx is shown in
Fig. S1(b). The photonic LO is fed to the Rx with a fiber, and the downconverted RF data signal (“data out”) is processed further by standard
laboratory equipment. In the following, we give a detailed
characterization of the Rx in terms of conversion efficiency, bandwidth,
and noise.
Conversion efficiency
First we quantify the frequency-dependent response of the
photoconductor connected to a bow-tie antenna. We define the
conversion efficiency η as the ratio of the output power at the
intermediate frequency in a 50 Ω load resistor related to the incident
THz power PTHz . The conversion efficiency is measured with a
photoconductor very similar to the one used for the data transmission
experiment. Details are published elsewhere [1].
For this measurement, the same continuous-wave (c.w.) lasers are
used for both the Tx and the Rx LO, i. e, ωS = ωLO . One of the Tx lasers
is phase-modulated [7,8] by a saw-tooth signal with maximum
amplitude of 2π
and repetition period 2π ωm where
ωm = 2π × 15kHz . The resulting voltage at the Rx antenna feed points
is
then
modulated
according
to
Eq. (S1) ,
U (t ) = Uˆ S cos ( (ωS + ωm )t − ϕS ) . After down-conversion, the current
according to Eq. (S7) becomes IIF ( t ) = IˆIF cos (ωmt + ϕS − ϕLO ) with
IˆIF = 12 Gˆ LOUˆ S . The current amplitude ÎIF is measured with a lock-in
amplifier (LIA) tuned to the modulation frequency ωm . We change the
T-wave frequency ωS = ωLO and measure ÎIF with the LIA along with
the incident THz power PTHz using a calibrated pyroelectric thin film
detector (Sensor- und Lasertechnik GmbH, THz20). The conversion
efficiency η is then found as
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In this rrelation, we use the fact that thee oscillation ampllitude ĜLO of
the LO p
ude of IIF ( t )
photoconductance and hence thee current amplitu
at the in
ntermediate frequ
uency increases iin proportion to the optical LO
power P̂LO,1 = PLO,0 , see Eq. (S7). The cu
urrent IIF at thee intermediate
ncy is translated
d into a voltagee signal at the o
output of the
frequen
transim
mpedance amplifieer, from which th
he RMS value is taaken to obtain
US,RMS P̂LO,1 . For the devices used in our current exp
periments, the
converssion efficiency can
n be increased byy roughly 4 dB, iff the LO power
is increeased from 30 mW to 60 mW
W. Note that th
he conversion
efficienccy of our curreent photoconducctor saturates att high optical
power levels – this asspect might be overcome in tthe future by
optimizzed device desiggn. The comparaatively high opticcal LO power
levels m
might be reduced to values of belo
ow 10 mW by usiing alternative
device concepts such
h as plasmon
nic internal p
photoemission
detectors [9].

(
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In this relation, we
w model the ph
hotoconductor as an ideal curreent
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ource driving a 50
5 Ω load imped
dance. This assu
umption is justifiied
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nce the impedan
nce of the photocconductor is much higher than the
t
50
0 Ω load, even under
u
strong illlumination. Figu
ure S2 shows the
t
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onversion efficien
ncy of the photocconductive Rx in dependence of the
t
freequency fS for an
a optical power of PLO,0 = PˆLO,1 = 30mW . The grrey
haatched area indica
ates the frequenccy range used in our
o experiments. In
geeneral, the T-wav
ve bandwidth of a photoconducto
or is limited by the
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life
fetime τ of the frree carriers that are
a generated by the
t incident opticcal
siggnal. This lifetime
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d by low-temperaature growth of the
t
associated III-V materials
m
[2]. The frequency respo
onse of our deviice
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hows a roll-off off the conversion
n efficiency for frrequencies beyon
nd
fSS,τ = 0.2THz , corresponding to a carrier lifetime of
τ = 1 ( 2π fS,τ ) = 0.8ps
0
. The conve
ersion efficiency drops
d
by 10 dB an
nd
remains virtually
y constant fo
or frequencies in the ran
nge
0..3THz ≤ fS ≤ 0.6THz
6
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We further inve
estigate the depen
ndence of the co
onversion efficien
ncy
η P̂LO,1 on the LO
L power P̂LO,1 = PLO,0 , see Figg. S3. At a T-waave
freequency of 0.31 THz,
T we find a co
onversion efficien
ncy η of – 63 dB at
ˆ
30m
an
n LO power of PLO,0
=
P
=
mW
.
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measur
ring the LO-poweerL
LO,1
deependence of thee root mean squaare (RMS) voltagee US,RMS PˆLO,1 of
the signal after th
he transimpedan
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Fig. S
S4. IF frequency response of the Rx module. (a) Measurement
setup.. A continuouss-wave (c.w.) T
T-wave tone a
at a constant
freque
ency of fS = fS,a − fS,b = 0.1 THz is generated b
by photomixing
of two
o optical c.w. lase
er tones. At the R
Rx, the T-wave ssignal is downconve
erted using a photonic loca
al oscillator wiith frequency
fLO = fLO,a − fLO,b , w
which differs ffrom fS by the targeted
interm
mediate frequenccy fIF = fS − fLO . The power of the downconve
erted c.w. tone iss measured by a
an electrical specctrum analyzer
(ESA)). By tuning the l ocal oscillator fre
equency fLO , we
e obtain the IF
freque
ency response o f the Rx. (b) Me
easured IF freque
ency response
of the
e Rx module. T
The response d
drops quickly fo
or frequencies
beyon
nd 0.75 GHz. The
e measured band
dwidth is smallerr than 1.4 GHz
expeccted from the TIA
A specifications.. We attribute th
his to fact that
the im
mpedance of the
e photoconducto
or connected to the TIA input
differss from that of a h
high-speed photo
odiode, for which
h the device is
optimiized.
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Noise
Figure SS5 shows the no
oise characteristiccs of the packageed Rx module
measurred without an
n incident T-waave signal. The power was
measurred by an electrrical spectrum aanalyzer connectted to the Rx
output. The photonicc LO power PLO ( t ) has aan amplitude
PLO,0 = PˆLO,1 = 80mW and oscillates wiith frequency fLOO ≈ 0.31THz .
The noiise power measu
ured at the IF ou
utput of the Rx m
module drops
significaantly for increasiing frequencies w
with a similar chaaracteristic as
the Rx rresponse shown
n in Fig. S4 such tthat the signal-to
o-noise power
ratio reemains essentiallyy constant. The o
origin of the stro
ong frequency
depend
dence of the Rxx response and the Rx noise n
needs further
investiggation.
Fig.. S5. Noise powe
er measured at the output of the Rx without an
n
incid
dent T - wave. The
T
optical LO power
p
PLO ( t ) ha
as an amplitude
e
ˆ
PLO
W and oscillates
s a frequency fLO
O,0 = PLO,1 = 80mW
O ≈ 0.31 THz.

neetwork. To measu
ure the overall module
m
bandwidth
h, we use the setu
up
sh
hown in Fig S4(a
a). A c.w. T-wa
ave tone at a constant frequen
ncy
fS = fS,a − fS,b = 0.1THz
0
is generrated. At the Rx, the T-wave tonee is
do
own-converted using
u
a photoniic local oscillato
or with frequen
ncy
fLLO = fLO,a − fLO,bb ≠ fS , Eq. (7). We then meaasure the pow
wer
1 2
Î R
of the do
own-converted IF
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ncy fIF = fS − fLO
2 IF TIA
ussing an electrical spectrum
s
analyzer (ESA). By tuning the photonic LO
L
freequency fLO , the
t IF frequency
y response of the
t Rx module is
ob
btained. The mea
asured IF freque
ency response iss normalized to its
vaalue in the freque
ency range betw
ween 100MHz and
a 200MHz , an
nd
the result is shown
n in Fig. S4(b). Th
he Rx response iss fairly constant up
u
to 0.75 GHz and drops quickly for higher frequenccies. The measurred
ed from the TIA specifications. We
W
baandwidth is smaller than expecte
atttribute this to fact that the im
mpedance of th
he photoconducttor
co
onnected to the
e TIA input difffers from that of a high-speeed
ph
hotodiode, for wh
hich the device is optimized.

3. Wirreless THz communication
n link
The deetailed experim
mental setup ussed for the co
ommunication
experim
ments is shown iin Fig. S6(a). Tun
nable laser sources with linewidth ssmaller than 100
0 kHz (Keysight, N
N7714A) are useed to generate
the opttical tones for tthe Tx and the Rx. At the Tx, an arbitrarywaveforrm generator (AW
WG) is used to d
drive an IQ-modu
ulator which is
fed by aan optical c.w. caarrier with frequeency fS,a . As a d
data signal, we
use a D
De-Bruijn sequen
nce [10] of length
h 213. The optical signal is sent
through
h an erbium-dopeed fiber amplifierr (EDFA) followeed by a 0.6 nm
filter too suppress amp
plified spontaneo
ous emission (A
ASE) noise. A
50/50-ccoupler combinees the modulated
d carrier with an unmodulated
c.w. ton
ne at frequency f S,b . To ensure sstrong interferen
nce of the two
optical signals, we adjjust the polarizaation using two
o polarization
controlllers (Pol. Contr.)) by maximizingg the power afteer a polarizer
(Pol.). A
An optical attenu
uator (Att., Keysigght N7764A) is u
used to set the
power llevel PS ( t ) , and
d a subsequent op
ptical tap allows ffor measuring
the opttical spectra sh
hown in Fig. 3(aa) and Fig. 5(a) of the main
manusccript. Finally, we adjust the polariization of the com
mbined signal
to maxximize the currrent in a high
h-speed uni-travvelling-carrier

Fig.. S6. Details of wireless
w
data transmission link. (a) Schematic of the T-wave Tx and Rx used in our experimentss. AWG: arbitraryy-waveform
generator; EDFA: Erbium-doped
E
fiber amplifier; Pol.:
P
Polarizer; Pol.
P
Contr.: Pola
arization controller; Att.: Optical attenuator; OS
SA: Optical
T
e amplifier; Osc.:: Oscilloscope (b
b) Photograph off Tx and Rx. Com
mponents in
spectrum analyzer; PC: Polarization controller; TIA: Transimpedance
the schematic of su
ubfigure (a) are marked with lettters A…I, which are used as lab
bels in Subfigure
e (b). At the Tx, the UTC-PD (A
A), the horn
ante
enna (B), and the
e PTFE lens (C)) are shown. A distance
d
of 58 m is bridged betwe
een the Tx and Rx. The Rx setu
up contains a second PTFE
lenss (D), a horn anttenna (E), the ca
ascaded T-wave
e amplifiers (F), as
a well as anoth
her horn antenna
a (G) and a subsequent silicon llens (H) for
coupling
the
T-w
wave signal to the
e bow-tie antenna
a of the photocon
nductor (not show
wn) in the T-wavve Rx module (I)..
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photodiode (UTC-PD). In the UTC-PD, the optical signal is converted to
a T-wave signal with frequency fS = fS,a − fS,b (O/T - conversion).
The T-wave is radiated to free space by a horn antenna and a
subsequent Polytetrafluorethylen (PTFE) lens (Thorlabs, LAT200).
After a transmission distance of 58 m, the T-wave is captured by
another PTFE lens and coupled to a WR 3.4 hollow waveguide by a
horn antenna. The waveguide is connected to the input of two
cascaded T−wave amplifiers [11,12], which compensate the free-space
transmission loss and amplify the T-wave. In our current design, we
use another horn antenna at the output of the second T-wave amplifier
in combination with a silicon lens to couple the T-wave to the
photoconductor. In the future, the performance of the scheme may be
further improved by replacing this assembly with a waveguidecoupled photoconductor. For generating the photonic LO, two c.w.
laser tones with optical frequencies fLO,a and fLO,b are superimposed
using a polarization-maintaining 50/50 coupler, thus generating an
optical power beat. The beat signal is amplified by an EDFA followed
by a 3 nm filter to reduce ASE noise. A polarization controller is used to
maximize the electric IF signal at the output of the polarizationsensitive photoconductor. The optical power PLO coupled to the
photoconductor can be adjusted by another optical attenuator (Att.),
and a subsequent optical tap is used for measuring the optical spectra
shown in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 5(b) of the main manuscript. The downconverted IF signal is coupled to the TIA, the output voltage of which is
sampled and stored in a real-time oscilloscope (Osc.) for further offline
signal processing. Figure S6(b) shows a photograph of the wireless
transmission link. The image on the left shows the Tx including the
UTC-PD and the T-wave PTFE lens. The Rx is 58 m away from the Tx.
On the right-hand image, the Rx including the T-wave PTFE lens, the Twave amplifiers and the Rx module is shown in more detail. To
facilitate identification of the components shown in the setup sketch of
Fig. S6(a), we mark them with the letters A … I.
For finding optimum operation parameters, we characterize the
performance of the wireless link shown in Fig. S6 for different optical
powers PS ( t ) and powers PLO ( t ) at the Tx and the Rx,

PS ( t ) = PS,0 + PˆS,1 cos (ωS t + ϕS ( t ) ) ,

fS = fS,a − fS,b ,

PLO ( t ) = PLO,0 + PˆLO,1 cos (ωLO t + ϕP,LO ) , f LO = f LO,a − f LO,b .

Fig. S7. Measured and estimated bit error ratio (BER) for different
optical Tx and LO powers. As a test signal, we transmit a 1 GBd
QPSK data signal. The T-wave carrier frequency is set to
fS = 0.310 THz . (a) BER vs. optical power modulation
amplitude PS,0 = PˆS,1 at the Tx. Red dots denote values that were
directly measured, whereas blue dots refer to BER values estimated
from the respective error vector magnitude (EVM). Since the length
5
of our signal recordings was limited to 10 symbols, the lowest
-4
statistically reliable measured BER amounts to 10 . For measured
BER values above this threshold, directly measured and estimated
BER show good agreement, giving us confidence that the EVM-4
based estimations for BER < 10 are valid. (b) BER as a function of
the LO power amplitude PLO,0 = PˆLO,1 . The signal quality improves
with increasing optical LO power P̂LO,1 and is finally limited by the
maximum optical power that the photoconductor can withstand.

(S10)

In our measurements, we again adjust the c.w. lasers at the Tx and Rx
such that the average power PS,0 and PLO,0 of the combined optical
signal are equal to the amplitude P̂S,1 and P̂LO,1 of the respective
power oscillation, PS,0 = PˆS,1 and PLO,0 = PˆLO,1 . The Tx and Rx
frequencies are set to fS = 0.310 THz and fLO = 0.309 THz ,
respectively. For studying the transmission performance, we generate
a quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) signal with a line rate of
Rb = 2 Gbit/ s at the Tx and measure its bit error ratio (BER) after
down-conversion at the Rx.
Figure S7(a) shows the BER (red dots) obtained for various average
powers PS,0 = PˆS,1 of the combined optical signal at the Tx and for a
constant optical LO power of PLO,0 = PˆLO,1 = 80mW at the Rx. For
some measurement points, the signal quality is that high that we could
not measure any errors in a recording length of 105 symbols. We
therefore estimate the BER from the error vector magnitude [13] (blue
dots). For an optical power of PˆS,1 > 8mW, the signal quality
decreases because the T-wave amplifiers saturate, see constellation
diagrams in the right-hand column of Fig. S7(a). In this case, we
observe an asymmetric distribution of the noise around the various

constellation points, see also Fig. 3(b) of the main manuscript, whereas
a symmetric distribution is observed for low optical powers.
Figure S7(b) shows the BER measured for a 1 GBd QPSK signal at
various average powers PLO,0 = PˆLO,1 of the combined optical LO
signal at the Rx. In this case, the average power of the combined optical
Tx signal is kept constant at PS,0 = PˆS,1 = 12mW , close to its optimum
point shown in Fig. S7(a). The signal quality improves with increasing
optical LO power P̂LO,1 and is finally limited by the maximum optical
power that the photoconductor can withstand. Figure S7 also indicates
that higher-order modulation formats such as 16-state quadrature
amplitude modulation (16QAM) might be within reach in future
experiments: For a 1 GBd QPSK signal, we estimated a minimum BER
of 10−9 , Fig. S7(a), corresponding to an SNR of roughly 16 dB when
assuming that additive white Gaussian noise is the dominating
impairment. From Fig. 10 of [14], this SNR would lead to a BER of
roughly 3 ×10-3 for 16QAM, which would be below the threshold for
FEC with 7 % coding overhead. With further improvements of the
photoconductor and the transimpedance amplifiers, higher-order
modulation formats might hence become possible.
If we distribute the T-wave power over multiple channels, see
Section “Multi-channel transmission” of the main manuscript, the BER
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deegrades with incrreasing channel count.
c
This is mo
ostly caused by the
t
facct that the overa
all signal power is limited by thee T-wave amplifi
fier
caascade at the Rx and that hence the
t per-channel power
p
decreasess if
more channels are
e used. This can
n be equivalently
y expressed by the
t
e signal-to-noise power ratio (SN
NR) for the vario
ous
deegradation of the
ch
hannels. From the data shown in
n Fig. S5, we estim
mate a root-meaansq
quare (RMS) volttage σn = 19 mV of the noise at the output of the
t
traansimpedance am
mplifier in a chan
nnel bandwidth of
o B = 1 GHz for the
t
caase without any T-wave
T
signal. Th
he corresponding SNR can then be
estimated from the
e RMS voltage US,,RMS measured for
fo each of the daata
hannel when the T-wave
T
signal is turned
t
on,
ch

SNR =

2
− σ n2
U S,RMS
S

σ n2

(S11)

Th
he SNR measured
d for the single-ch
hannel transmission at a data ratee of
Rb = 1.5 Gbit/ s and
a for the multti-channel transm
mission with 6, 12
an
nd 20 channels are
a shown in Fig
g. S8(a). With resspect to the singglech
hannel transmissiion, we expect an
n SNR reduction
n of 7.8 dB, 10.8 dB
d
an
nd 13 dB, respectiively, through the
e splitting of the power
p
among 6, 12,
1
an
nd 20 channels. This
T is in good agreement
a
with our measurement,
wh
here we find an
n average SNR reduction
r
of app
proximately 6.5 dB,
d
9.8
8 dB and 12.3 dB
B, respectively. Fo
or better comparrison, we also sho
ow
the corresponding
g BER measurem
ments in Fig. S8(b), copied fro
om

Fig. S
S9. Characterizzation of casscaded
(a) Ph
hotograph of low
w-noise amplifie
er (LNA)
ampliffier (MPA). (b) S -parameters m
measured
analyzzer with frequen
ncy extension m
modules.
40 dB is achieved in a frequencyy range
0.335 THz.

T-wave
e amplifiers.
and m
medium paper
by a vvector network
A totall gain of over
from 0.260 THz to

Fig. 5(c)) of the main maanuscript. For thee symbol rate of 0
0.75 GBd used
here, th
he bandwidth lim
mitation of the TIIA does not play an important
role. Siignal impairmen
nts are hence m
mainly dictated by the SNR
degradaation, and the BER is strongly corrrelated with the SSNR.

4. T-w
wave amplifieers and UTC-P
PD

Fig.. S8. Signal-to-n
noise power ra
atio (SNR) anallysis for multichannel transmissio
on. (a) Measure
ed SNR for 1, 6, 12 and 20
K signal. Taking
channels, each channel carrying a 0.75 GBd QPSK
the single-channel transmission exp
periment as a refference, we find
thatt the SNR reduce
es by approximattely 6.5 dB, 9.8 dB,
d and 12.3 dB
whe
en splitting the limited T-wave power among 6, 12, and 20
channels, respectiv
vely. This is in good agreem
ment with the
theo
oretically expecte
ed values of 7.8 dB, 10.8 dB, and
d 13 dB. (b) For
com
mparison, we also
o show the corre
esponding BER measurements,
copied from Fig. 5(c
c) of the main ma
anuscript. For the
e symbol rate of
0.75
5 GBd used here, the SNR de
egradation repres
sents the main
source of signal imp
pairment, leading
g to a strong corrrelation of BER
and SNR.

To com
mpensate the freee space T-wavee transmission lo
oss, we use a
cascadee of a low-noise aamplifier (LNA) aand a medium-po
ower amplifier
(MPA) [11,12], designeed for operation in the submillim
meter H-band
THz - 0.325 THz)), see Fig. S9(a).. The S-parameeters for this
(0.220 T
cascadee have been meaasured with a veector network an
nalyzer (VNA)
and aree shown in Fig. SS9(b). In a frequeency range from 0.260 THz to
0.335 T
THz, the total gain
n is more than 40 dB.
To m
measure the frequ
uency response o
of T-wave components and of
the com
mplete transmisssion system, w
we use the setu
ups shown in
Fig. S10
0. Two unmodulaated c.w. laser to
ones having equaal powers and
differen
nt frequencies f S,a and fS,b arre superimposed
d in a 50/50
combin
ner and coupled tto the UTC-PD. Th
he T-wave outpu
ut power PTHz
is meassured in a calorrimeter (VDI, Errickson PM4). B
By tuning the
differen
nce frequency fS = fS,a − fS,b off the two lasers, we measured
the freq
quency-dependen
nt output powerr of the UTC-PD
D without any
amplifieer, with the MP
PA, or with thee cascade of LN
NA and MPA,
Fig. S10
0(a,b,c). Furtherm
more, we measu
ured the power after T-wave
transmiission over 58 m with the cascaaded LNA and M
MPA at the Rx,
Fig. S10
0(d). The resultss of all these m
measurements aare shown in
Fig. S10
0(e,f). Note that o
optical input pow
wer of the UTC-PD had to be
stronglyy reduced for th
he case of the ccascaded T – waave amplifiers
withoutt free-space link to prevent ampliifier saturation. F
For evaluating
the meaasurements, we use the fact thatt the T-wave outtput power of
the UT
TC-PD is proporrtional to the square of the optical power,
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Fig.. S10. Setup and
d results for mea
asuring T-wave output
o
power of UTC-PD
U
and T-w
wave amplifiers. (a) Setup to mea
asure T-wave ou
utput power
PTH
s a function of fre
equency fS = fS,a − fS,b . (b) T-wav
ve output power of UTC-PD and MPA. (c) T-wavve output power o
of UTC-PD,
Hz of UTC-PD as
LNA
A and MPA. (d) T-wave output power of UTC-PD, 58 m free space
s
transmiss ion, and LNA-M
MPA cascade. (e
e) Measured T-w
wave output
pow
wer PTHz in depe
endence of Tx frequency fS for UTC-PD.
U
(f) Mea
asured T-wave o
output power PTHHz for UTC-PD a
and MPA, setup F
Fig. S10(b),
for UTC-PD and LNA-MPA
L
cascade, setup Fig. S10(c)
S
, and for UTC-PD, 58 m free space tra
ansmission and LNA-MPA casccade, setup
Fig. S10(d).

PTTHz ∝ Pˆs2,1 . This approach
a
is valid because the UTC
C-PD is operated far
f
fro
om saturation. Th
he received THz power
p
after the amplifier
a
cascadee is
more than 0 dBm in
i a frequency ran
nge from 0.29 TH
Hz to 0.33 THz forr a
ance of 58 m. Frrom the measurrements shown in
traansmission dista
Figg. S10 we may alsso extract the gaiin of the T – wavee amplifier cascad
de.
Th
his leads to a value
v
of 45.5 dB, measured at a T – wave carriier
freequency of 0.31 THz,
T which is in
n good agreemen
nt with the directly
measured gain sho
own in Fig. S9.
According to the
e specifications in
n the datasheet, the
t LNA has a noiise
figgure of FLNA = 10 and
a a small-signa
al gain GLNA = 250
0 (24 dB). The noiise
figgure FMPA of the MPA
M is not exactly
y known, but hass the same orderr of
maagnitude as the LNA.
L According to
o the Friis formulaa,

F = FLNA +

FMPA − 1
,
GLNA

(S12)

the noise figure F of
o the cascaded LNA
L and MPA iss dominated by the
t
oise figure of the LNA
L and amountts to F ≈ 10 (10 dB
B).
no

5.. Link budget and noise an
nalysis
In this section, we summarize the previous
p
measurrements and givee a
a
From the
t results show
wn in Fig. S10, we
w
fulll link budget analysis.
estimate the LNA gain,
g
the MPA gaiin, and the total antenna
a
gain of the
t
wo horn antennae
e and the two PT
TFE lenses that form
fo the free-spaace
tw
traansmission link. This
T analysis is performed
p
at a T--wave frequency
y of
fS=
=0.31 THz. We measure
m
an LNA gain of 27 dB an
nd an MPA gain of
18
8.5 dB. The total antenna gain of the two horn/lens combinationss is
87
7 dBi, which wass estimated by co
omparing the recceived power wiith
the calculated free
e-space path loss FSPLdB for a tran
nsmission distan
nce
off d = 58 m,

2

f 

FSPLdBB = 10log  4π d s  = 117 dB
B.
c 


(S13)

Note th
hat the output of the T-wavee amplifier casccade and the
photocoonductor are con
nnected by a sho
ort free-space cou
upling section,
see Fig. S6(a). This free-space section con
nsists of a horn aantenna at the
utput and a Si len
ns for focusing th
the T-wave beam
m onto the onMPA ou
chip boow-tie antenna cconnected to thee photoconducto
or. While this
configurration helped u
us to avoid lab
borious co-pack
kaging of the
compon
nents in our pro
oof-of-concept eexperiment, it is not an ideal
solution
n and introduces additional lossses arising, e.g., from Fresnel
reflectioons at the silicon
n lens surface, fr
from an impedan
nce mismatch
between
n the bow-tie an
ntenna and the p
photoconductor, and from the
fact thaat the field generrated by the horrn antenna and ffocused to the
bow-tiee antenna by th
he silicon lens d
does not perfecttly match the
antennaa mode. To quaantify these lossses and to thus estimate the
expecteed performancee improvement when using co-integrated
devices,, we have perfo
ormed a 3D elecctromagnetic fieeld simulation
using a commercially aavailable numeriical time-domain
n solver (CST
Microw
wave Studio, www
w.cst.com). see Fiig. S11. To keep tthe numerical
effort m
manageable, we h
have split the setu
up into two partss – the T-wave
amplifieer and the transm
mitting horn anteenna on the one hand and the
Si-lens, the receiving bo
ow-tie antenna, an
nd the photocon
nductor on the
hand. In a first sstep, we excite tthe horn antennaa with a THz
other h
power oof 2 mW, corresp
ponding to the h
highest power off the amplifier
cascadee that could be m
measured at its ou
utput port using a waveguidecoupled
d calorimeter, an
nd we record thee electric field ggenerated in a
cross-seectional plane tthat is 15 mm away from the transmitting
aperturre of the horn anttenna. In a secon
nd step, this field is then fed as
an exciitation into the simulation of tthe silicon lens,, the bow-tie
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(a)

d l = 8 mm

Horn antenna
a

630

315
PC
Si-lens chip

fS = 0.3 THz
(b)

0
|E | (V/m))

400

Fig. S
S12. Link budge
et for an optical power PˆS,1 = 1
15mW at the
transm
mitter. Note that the conversion efficiency η off – 60 dB also
contaiins the coupling losses introducced by the free--space section
betwe
een the output of the T-wave
e amplifier casccade and the
photocconductor.

US,ant [mV]

300

200

100

0
0.28

0.29

0
0.30
fS [THz]
[

0.31

0.32

Fig.. S11. Simulation
n of the free-space coupling secttion between the
e
horn
n antenna and the photoconductor (PC). (a) Magnitude
M
of the
e
elecctric field at the cross-section of
o the transmissiion link for a T-wavve power of 2 mW
W at the input of the horn anten
nna. To keep the
e
num
merical effort man
nageable, we split the simulation
n into two parts –
the T-wave amplifie
er and the transm
mitting horn ante
enna on the left,,
and the Si-lens, the receiving bow-tie ante
enna, and the
e
photoconductor on the
t right. (b) RM
MS value of the voltage
v
effective
e
oss the photocon
nductor for a T-w
wave power of 2 mW at the inputt
acro
of tthe horn antenn
na. The pronou
unced ripples are
a
attributed to
o
stan
nding waves within the Si len
ns. When averraging over the
e
freq
quency range be
etween 0.28 TH
Hz and 0.32 THz
z, we extract a
mea
an RMS value off US,ant = 281mV
V (red line) for the
e voltage across
s
the photoconductor.

an
ntenna, and the photoconductor.
p
In
I this simulation
n, we terminate the
t
bo
ow-tie antenna with a 750 Ω impedance, corrresponding to the
t
measured DC impe
edance of the pho
otoconductor und
der an illumination
O power of PLO,,0 = 30mW . Thee field distribution
wiith an optical LO
ob
btained from the two simulationss for an T-wave power of 2 mW at
the input of the horn antenna iss shown in Fig.. S11(a). From the
t
mulation, we exxtract the freque
ency-dependent RMS value of the
t
sim
vo
oltage that is effecctive across the photoconductor,
p
see Fig. S11(b). We
W
fin
nd pronounced variations
v
of this voltage with resp
pect to the T-waave
freequency. These ripples
r
exhibit a period
p
of approxximately 4 GHz an
nd
arre attributed to sta
anding waves tha
at form in the Si leens, which featurres
a thickness dl of approximately
a
8 mm measured between the reear
urface and the apex
a
towards th
he horn antennaa, see Fig. S11((a).
su
Avveraging the RMS
S voltage over a frequency range between 0.28 TH
Hz
81mV , see the red
an
nd 0.32 THz, we find a mean valu
ue of US,ant = 28
r
ho
orizontal line in Fig. S11(b). Thiis value is then compared to the
t
22V that could
vo
oltage amplitude
e of US,dir = 1.2
d be expected by
co
oupling the 2 mW
W T-wave ampliffier output to a 750
7 Ω terminatio
on.
Frrom the ratio of th
he two voltages, we
w extract a poteential improvemeent
2
2
off 10log US,dir
US,ant
= 12.8dB
B that could be expected from
m a
n between th
he T-wave am
mplifier and the
t
dirrect connection
ph
hotoconductor with
w
an approprriate impedancee matching circu
uit.
Diirect coupling of the T-wave amp
plifier could avoid the interferen
nce
rip
pples and hence
e also improve the uniformity of the frequen
ncy
ch
haracteristic of th
he link. Note that the conversion efficiency
e
shown in
Figg. S2 was also measured
m
with an
n antenna-coupleed photoconducttor

(

)

on a siliicon lens and theerefore already iincludes the losses introduced
by the ffree-space coupliing section. Figurre S12 shows a liink budget for
an opticcal power PˆS,1 = 1
15mW feeding
g the UTC-PD.
To esstimate the influeence of the T-wavve amplifier noisee, we calculate
the therrmal noise pow
wer Pn at the ou
utput of the casccaded T-wave
amplifieers having a total
al noise figure of F ≈ 10. For a sign
nal bandwidth
of B = 1G
GHz and a powerr gain G correspo
onding to 45.5 dB
B, we find a T –
wave n
noise power at th
he amplifier outpu
ut of Pn = 4kT0F
FBG = 5.9μW ,
corresp
ponding to -22 d
dBm. Assuming a photoconducto
or conversion
efficienccy η from Eq. (SS8) correspondin
ng to −60 dB and
d a THz noise
power PTHz = Pn , wee can estimate tthe RMS of the noise current
ution in,RMS in tthe baseband. To
o this end, we usee the fact that
contribu
the convversion efficiencyy was defined forr a 50 Ω load imp
pedance at the
output oof the photocond
ductor, which itseelf can be modeleed as a current
source d
due to its high intternal impedancee,

in,,RMS =

η Pn
= 340 nA .
50 Ω

(S14)

This noise contribution h
has the same ord
der of magnitudee as the typical
150 nA specified iin the data sheet of our TIA [4].
input-reeferred noise of 1
In the eexperiment, we aactually measure a higher RMS no
oise current of
750 nA at the TIA inpu
ut, see Fig. S5. W
We attribute the higher noise
currentts partially to thee additional noisee contribution off the photonic
LO and
d partially to the fact that the ph
hotoconductor leads to a nonm impedance att the input of thee TIA, which wass designed for
optimum
operatioon with-speed p
photodiodes. We expect that imp
provements of
the phootoconductor con
nversion efficienccy, reduced coupling losses and
better iimpedance matcching between tthe T-wave amp
plifier and the
photocoonductor, as weell as an improved design of tthe baseband
circuitryy connecting thee photoconducto
or and the TIA will allow to
greatly iimprove the sign
nal-to-noise ratio of the scheme.
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